
AR (Assistant Referee) Basic Mechanics and Tips for Success  
 

There are a few universal AR mechanics that you need to get right as well as a few simple tricks that will just make you look like a 

“seasoned pro.”  Your main duties in assisting the Referee (or CR as listed on the ref scheduler) include, but are not limited to, 

signaling Offside, Ball out of play, Fouls.  In order to perform these duties well, you need to be in the right place at the right time, 

and you need to be focused mentally, visually, and listening to what’s going on in front of you on the field of play.  In other words, 

don’t be chatting with coaches, friends, spectators, and definitely NOT looking at your cell phone - better, leave your cell phone in 

your duffel bag or car, not your pocket. 
 

■ Positioning:   The AR needs to be either in line with the 2nd to last defender or with the ball (whichever is nearer to the goal line) 

at all times. This requires both hustle and focus.  
 

■ Hustle:   Watch play closely and be ready to run to keep up with the 2nd to last defender or the ball, whichever is closer to the 

goal line.  The offside offense is your most important responsibility; don’t miss a call because you weren’t there to see it. 

Occasionally you’ll need to be sidestepping when the players/ ball is moving up or down the field of play more slowly. 
 

■ Focus:   It’s easy for your attention to wander if the action is frequently down on the opposite end of the field but be ready for 

that sudden counter-attack so you can predict and keep up with the long through-ball; it’s also easy to forget you have a job to do 

when you’re enjoying watching a good match!  Remember, this is why you’re getting paid the big bucks 😉 - to keep your eyes 

and ears on the game (but mostly it’s to provide the safe, fair, fun game experience every player deserves) 
 

■ Listen:   To make an accurate offside call, be watching the defender/attacker positioning in front of you and listen closely for the 

sound of the ball being kicked/passed by that attacker’s teammate. It’s a challenge knowing whether to use your eyes or your ears 

to determine the “moment of truth” (when the ball is last passed/played/touched by the attacking player), and where the possibly 

offside player is at that moment of truth! Good luck. But it’s fantabulous when you get this call right!!  
 

■ Offside:   remember to WAIT before raising that flag for the offside call until that offside attacker actually “becomes involved 

in active play.”  This basically means waiting until they touch the ball, or, if they are the only person within “playing distance” of 

that ball you could raise your flag. What constitutes “playing distance” will be determined by you and the Ref (CR). Remember it’s 

all “In The Opinion Of The Referee” (ITOOTR). 
 

■ Signals:   Use the proper flag signals for goal kicks, corner kicks, direction of throw-ins. No sloppy signaling. For example, it’s 

bad form/ incorrect mechanics, to signal while walking/running, or switching the flag from one hand to the other over your head 

to correct the direction of the restart.  You should be holding the flag facing the field/referee at all times, regardless of which 

direction you’re going on the touchline. 

★ Signaling properly (good mechanics) lends you credibility w/ the sidelines even if you make an error.  “Sell the call”, 

but follow the direction of the Ref if s/he makes a different call.  The Ref can & will occasionally wave your flag down 

or overrule your call - it isn’t personal, s/he just saw something you may not have, or made a different judgment call.   

★ Think of the flag as an extension of your arm, and STOP, face the field, BEFORE you signal. 

★  Make flag signals with the correct hand, in the direction of the next restart (goal kick, corner kick, or throw in), not 

across your body with the “wrong” hand.  Pay attention to form. 

★ TI (throw in) flag needs to be held at 45 degree angle (not lazily horizontal), in the hand indicating the 

correct direction of the throw in  

★ GK (goal kick) flag needs to be held horizontally, in right hand towards the goal area/line 

★ CK (corner kick) flag needs to be held down at 45 degree angle, in right hand pointing at the corner flag 

 

■ Fouls:   The Ref should give you his/her instructions before the game in terms of how they like to call their games and any 

preferred hand signals. Some “call things tight,” some “let them play.” Your job is to assist the Ref, try to get a feel for how this Ref 

is calling the game then follow their lead on calling fouls.  One of your jobs as a Match Official is to help the Ref keep the game fair, 

safe, and fun, so this means calling: 

★ fouls/offenses when a player is committing a foul (and you’ve had sufficient experience/training to recognize the 



most obvious fouls correctly most of the time). Recognizing and properly identifying fouls/offenses is an acquired 

skill. Hopefully you’ll gain confidence over time in calling obvious fouls in your quadrant—raise the flag and then 

point it in the direction of the next restart (depending on which team got fouled—the flag will point in the 

direction that they are attacking).  
 

■ Frequent eye contact w/ Ref   whenever the ball goes out of play.  A little “thumbs up” lets him/her know everything is cool 

and you’re paying attention! And if everything is not cool, get that flag up or use whatever agreed upon signal discussed in 

pregame to get the Ref’s attention when necessary. 

★ Try to make eye contact briefly with your Ref before making your flag signal so that you can be sure you’re both on the 

same page. Hopefully the Ref has an opinion and starts to indicate what the restart will be, then you can make/follow 

their signal. Most calls that you make for a ball going out of play are obvious and you can go ahead and signal the restart 

direction, but some are not. That’s why it’s good to see what the Ref is thinking.  

★ Generally, you should “defer” to the Ref, unless you feel absolutely sure you have it correct and the Ref didn’t have a 

good enough angle to see the play as closely as you did, or signaled incorrectly in error. If the Ref gives you an “Ummm, 

did you see that?” look or slightly shrugs their shoulders, hopefully you can initiate the call for the restart with 

confidence.   

★ Tip: if neither of you can clearly determine which team kicked the ball out of play on the touchline, award the throw in to 

the team whose side you’re on. The other team is unlikely to have seen which player kicked the ball out of play from 

across the field. 
 

■ Let the ball go!  Although a nice gesture, don’t worry about stopping a ball after it’s out of bounds. Watching an AR scrambling 

around for a loose ball rather than being able to confirm the next restart call interrupts the flow of communication between the 

Ref and the AR. Let the players fetch the ball.  
 

■ AR’s assist not insist   Remember that the Ref has the last say. AR’s should never “argue” with a Ref’s decision publicly.  Perhaps 

a quiet comment on what you think you saw, and only so that the two of you (and not the coach or the entire sideline) can hear it.  

Better yet, discuss it at half time or during substitutions, away from the sideline. The ref team needs to work collaboratively and 

professionally in order to gain the respect and trust of the sidelines/coaches. 
 

■ Dress properly, act w/confidence, be professional:   your ref jersey is always tucked in, 2 striped black socks pulled up to 

the knee, preferably not wearing dark sunglasses (hinders eye contact with your Ref) unless they’re prescription and necessary to 

do your job. A plain black cap with no designs or logos works well.  Black or mostly black shoes (with some tread to avoid slipping 

and doing a face plant), all black shorts (no tights, leggings, or skorts), a simple digital sports watch with stopwatch function 

counting up (w/no “beep” or alarm) are all part of the uniform.  Your job is also to back the Ref up on time in case they forgot to 

start their own stopwatch.  Carry 2 pencils with erasers/pens to write on the game card (the 2nd one will come in handy at times) 

in your pocket.  Your Ref should be providing you with one of their flags but you can bring your flags just in case.  Leave your cell 

phone in your bag please.  
 

 ■ Be engaged, attentive   Don’t look too casual, even if the game is very “easy/boring”.  Slow games still require focus and 

they’re important to the players and families.  Don’t be chatting-up the folks (coaches, spectators) along the sideline too much. 

Maintain a slightly athletic stance, back straight, keep your body facing the field – sidestepping along the touchline is great when 

the ball is being played in line with you. But when you need to run to keep up with play/ball/players be prepared to put on some 

speed, keeping your flag in the hand closest to the field as you’re running down the touchline. Once you’re where you need to be 

then face the field of play again.  
 

■ Back up your Ref:    Don’t discuss (or question) the Ref’s calls with the coach (or other sideline folks). A simple “I don’t know” 

shrug of the shoulders is usually enough. If they persist in seeking clarification, wondering what in the world Ref was thinking— just 

say “I didn’t see the play from their angle, or the play was too far away for me to see what the ref saw.”  Even on calls that look 

WRONG to you, your best response should be “He/she must have seen something differently.”  
 

Finally, THANK YOU for volunteering your time and effort to promote a great soccer experience for the kids! 


